Summer Activities with LearnPlay Foundation
LearnPlay Foundation is thrilled to be launching a suite of special summer activities designed
specifically with the COVID-19 lockdown in mind. With social gatherings limited for the
foreseeable future, it’s never been more important to ensure that there are safe, educational
and appropriate activities available to children and young people to tackle isolation and make
the most of the circumstances.
This summer, join LearnPlay online, working, learning and playing with our experienced,
DBS cleared facilitators. We know the best platforms for productive. moderated learning and
won’t collect sensitive personal data without parental authorisation…and the best part: we’re
not just restricted to the summer holidays! Our activities are available NOW and can be
offered to individual young people, families or small groups.
What better way to tackle isolation than with the chance to pick up some key technical skills!
So what can you do?
Games Development:
Learn basic games development with support from our games designers! Over 10 days, our
team we take you through basic planning, environments, coding and modelling to get you
started on a journey in picking up the skills to create your own games in a fun, immersive
online session.
Graphic Design:
Learn the basics of graphic design using design software to illustrator, colour, render your
ideas. We can explore environmental design, character concepts, marketing layouts and even
basic web design and user interfaces!
Digital Marketing:
Follow our digital media gurus to learn the basics of animation, editing and using social
media like the pros! Whether you need slick intros for YouTube videos, banners and graphics
for Twitch profiles or a little extra punch on your TikTok profile, we can help.
Practical Arts:
Get creative with a range of fun classes – try sketching, face-painting, paper maché, masks
origami and lots of other materials-based tasks to create something new with household
materials. We can even digitise your creations to see online!
Play it Safe:
You pick a game, we probably play it! We know online games can be frustrating without a
partner; schedule some time in with a skilled play buddy, or use our safe network to connect
with like-minded players. Whether it’s a Minecraft server or a fellow Fortniter, we can help!
All you’ll need is an internet connection and suitable PC, Laptop, Tablet or Phone as we’ll
need to connect with you using an online platform. We’ll even be able to direct you to freely
available, accessible software for each topic.
Prices: £5 p/h for each activity (some activities will have minimum durations)

